
Ten Problems with Coal
1. Coal Fuels Global Warming 
Coal is the largest single source of global warming pollution in the United States. The Intergovernmental 
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) has reported that global warming threatens human populations and the 
world’s ecosystems with intensifying heat waves, floods, drought, extreme weather, and by spreading 
infectious diseases. Furthermore, it is conservatively estimated that the climate crisis will place a $271 
billion annual drag on the U.S. economy alone by 2025. According to the IPCC, the United States and other 
industrialized countries need to reduce global warming pollution by 25–40 percent by 2025 to avoid the 
most severe impacts of the climate crisis.1

2. Coal Kills People and Causes Disease 
According to the American Lung Association, pollution from coal-fired power plants causes 23,600 prema-
ture deaths, 21,850 hospital admissions, 554,000 asthma attacks, and 38,200 heart attacks every year. The 
Center for Disease Control (CDC) estimates that 12,000 coal miners died from black lung disease between 
1992 and 2002.2

3. Coal Kills Jobs 
The coal industry is one of the least job-intensive industries in America. Every dollar we invest in coal is a 
dollar we can’t spend creating jobs in the clean energy economy. In fact, the country’s wind sector now 
employs more workers than the coal industry. Investing in wind and solar power would create 2.8 times as 
many jobs as the same investment in coal; mass transit and conservation would create 3.8 times as many 
jobs as coal.3

4. Coal Costs Billions in Taxpayer Subsidies 
The U.S. government continues to subsidize coal-related projects despite its impact on health, climate and 
the economy. 

5. Coal Destroys Mountains 
Many coal companies now use mountaintop removal to extract coal. The process involves clear-cutting 
forests, using dynamite to blast away as much as 800–1000 feet of mountaintop and dumping the waste into 
nearby valleys and streams. Mountain-top removal has leveled more than 450 mountains across Appalachia. 
Mountain-top removal destroys ecosystems, stripping away topsoil, trees, and understory habitats, filling 
streams and valleys with rubble, poisoning water supplies, and generating massive impoundments that can 
cause catastrophic floods.4 
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6. Burning Coal Emits Mercury 
Coal-fired power plants are the largest source of man-made mercury pollution. Mercury can interfere with 
the development of babies’ brains and neurological systems. Elevated levels of mercury in Americans’ blood 
puts one in six babies born in the United States at elevated risk of learning disabilities, developmental 
delays, and problems with fine motor coordination. Already 49 U.S. states have issued fish consumption 
advisories due to high mercury concentrations in freshwater bodies throughout the country, largely due to 
coal emissions.5

7. There’s No Such Thing as “Clean Coal” 
Carbon capture and sequestration (CCS), or what the coal industry is marketing as “clean coal,” is a hypo-
thetical technology that may one day capture carbon dioxide from power plants and store it underground. 
However, the scheme has never been successfully demonstrated at a commercial scale, is wildly expensive, 
and can’t deliver in time to help with the climate crisis. Nationwide, approximately $5.2 billion in taxpayer 
and ratepayer money has been invested in the technology, but a recent government report found that of 13 
projects examined, eight had serious delays or financial problems, six were years behind schedule, and two 
were bankrupt. Even if engineers are able to overcome the chemical and geological challenges of separating 
and safely storing massive quantities of CO2, a study published recently shows that CCS requires so much 
energy that it would increase emissions by up to 40 percent of smog, soot, and other dangerous pollution.6

8. Coal Kills Rivers 
Last December, a billion gallons of toxic coal sludge broke through a dike at the Kingston Fossil Plant in 
Tennessee and flooded the Emory and Clinch Rivers, tributaries of the massive Tennessee River system.  
Within hours, ash laden with mercury, lead, arsenic, benzene, and other toxic chemicals had contaminated 
the river and fish were washing up dead on the shore. The spill, which was followed days later by another 
coal ash spill at a TVA facility in Alabama, soon became a national symbol of the reality of “clean coal” 
and led to hearings in Congress; legislation is pending to regulate coal ash as a hazardous waste. The TVA 
recently estimated the clean-up costs from this one spill to be up to $825 million, with higher costs possible 
as a result of a variety of pending civil suits against the TVA.7

9. Coal Plants Are Expensive 
Communities considering construction of new coal-fired power plants are seeing these impacts first-hand. 
During a recent debate over building a new coal-fired power plant in southwest Virginia, state officials 
estimated that building a new plant (which would employ just 75 people permanently), would cost 1,474 
jobs as businesses laid people off to pay the higher electricity costs from a new coal plant. With the United 
States running a huge deficit, we’ve got to make sure that whatever investments we do make pack the 
biggest job-creation bang for the buck.8

10. Acid Rain 
Acid rain, a byproduct of burning coal, destroys ecosystems, including streams and lakes, by changing their 
delicate pH balance. It can destroy forests, devastate plant and animal life, and eat away at man-made 
monuments and buildings. 
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